SOMEONE’S CHEATING
Hey, my name’s Hope. I’m 13 years old. Right now I’m in the middle of a VERY
important test. I look to my right and I see Bitsy Berg cheating off my test! I HATE
cheating, especially by someone OLDER than you. Don’t you think you’d be cheating on
the older one? Plus it’s like winning unfairly. Sure it wasn’t a study party! Anyway, the
school I go to is huge. I’m usually one of the kids who stands in the background while the
other kids who stand in the spotlight. My goal is easy. I want to do good in school, get
into a good college, so my dream of being a dancer will come true. I don’t respect
cheaters. I also don’t respect popular people, mean girls/boys at school, or the bully’s. I
only respect E people, teachers, the principal and my friends. Enough about me, back to
the story.
I knew she was cheating because she kept looking at MY paper and writing the
same answer on HER paper. I was about to get up and tell a teacher but then I was
convinced not to. My first reason was because she’s WAY older then me. She can easily
yell at me or hurt me in weird ways. My second reason was because Bitsy’s always
breaking the rules in class, there’s note passing, there’s texting, there’s ear bud phone
calls, there’s talking, there’s eating and of course, cheating. When the class was over, we
got our homework and went home. That night while I was studying for finals, I couldn’t
stop thinking about Bitsy so I decided to tell a teacher. So the next morning I told the
teacher. Bitsy got one month in detention and we both had to re-take the test. She did yell
at me, but I don’t care.
The End – and remember, Don’t Cheat!

